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Once upon a time a dog was looking for a home. Not just any home -- the perfect home, to be exact. So he decides to travel the world, visiting different countries and seeing how other dogs live. On his travels Dog meets a Newfoundland in Newfoundland, an English bulldog in England, a poodle in Paris, and many other different kinds of dogs. And he learns about what they do and how they live. But sadly, none of these places are what Dog has in mind. Can Dog find the perfect home? YES, HE CAN!! Savvy readers may have already guessed where Dog's perfect home is located but everyone, young and old, can't help but smile at the happy ending to his journey.J. Patrick
Lewis lives in Westerville, Ohio, and is the author of 60 books for children. He writes full-time, visits elementary schools, and speaks at literature conferences. First Dog is his first book with his daughter, Beth Zappitello. Beth has a marketing company and lives in Portland, Oregon. Early in his career Tim Bowers worked for Hallmark Cards, helping to launch the Shoebox Greetings card line. He has illustrated more than 25 children's books, garnering such awards as the Chicago Public Library's "Best of the Best" list. Tim lives in Granville, Ohio.
Day-to-Day Naval Actions April 1940 through September 1940
This beautiful notebook with cute French Bulldog Puppies features the quote "I WANT TO BE THE PERSON MY DOG THINKS I AM" on the cover.That's the great gift for anyone who loves dogs ! If you're looking for a cool gift or searching for a great notebook for yourself, you'll love this one. Would be great for taking notes in class, business meetings, journal writing or essays. The paperback notebook is large size: 8.5" x 11" and has 110 pages (55 sheets) that are wide ruled.
Your days spent fruitlessly scouring textbooks and websites for credible vet information are over! Now you can get the whole story — the accurate story — all in one place. Introducing The Textbook of Veterinary Internal Medicine, Expert Consult, 8th Edition. Still the only comprehensive resource for veterinary internal medical problems, this faculty-and-student-favorite offers unparalleled coverage of pathophysiology, diagnosis, and disease treatments for dogs and cats. In addition to new chapters and discussions on the industry’s most topical issues, this "gold standard in vet medicine" comes with hundreds of original videos, algorithms, and learning tools to really bring all
the information to life. There’s no better source to help you unlock the secrets of veterinary medicine than Ettinger’s! Fully searchable online text offers quick access to the most trusted information in the field. Complete library of over 500 original clinical videos you can believe in. Instead of fruitless YouTube searches, each video expertly breaks down veterinary procedures and important signs of diseases and disorders that are difficult or impossible to understand from written descriptions alone. In-depth coverage of timely issues includes expert explanations on topics such as the genome, clinical genomics, euthanasia, innocent heart murmurs, hyperbaric medicine, home
prepared and raw diets, obesity, botulism, artificial pacing of the heart, and cancer vaccines. Thousands of references accessible from the printed book with the click of a QR code. 256 all-new client information sheets can be downloaded, customized, and printed as client handouts. 214 new and updated clinical algorithms aid in disease identification and decision-making. Exclusive access to Expert Consult Online website offers the complete library of original video clips, heart sounds, the full collection of client information sheets, and hyperlinking of references to their source abstracts in PubMed. NEW! In-depth coverage of the latest information and trends in small animal
internal medicine. Completely new section on minimally-invasive interventional procedures includes techniques for treating respiratory, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, urologic/nephrologic, and neoplastic disorders. 17 new chapters address the major clinicopathologic abnormalities that occur in canine and feline laboratory testing. Completely new section on management of mutually-antagonistic comorbidities spotlights concurrent cardiac and renal disease, concurrent infection in patients requiring immunosuppression, and concurrent diabetes mellitus and corticosteroid-dependent disease. Expert explanations on topics such as evidence-based medicine, distinguishing
behavioral disorders from medical neurologic disorders, blood transfusion techniques, hyperadrenocorticism (Cushing’s disease), chronic kidney disease, respiratory and inhalant therapy, and many more.
Bombardment, Public Safety and Resilience in English Coastal Communities during the First World War
A Dog Will Teach You Unconditional Love: German Shepherd Teal Marble Journal - College Classic Ruled Pages Book (8.5 X 11) Large Lined Journal Composi
A Dog Is the Only Thing on Earth That Loves You More Than He Loves Himself: Pink Watercolor Journal - Dachshund Longhair Puppy - College Classic Ruled
Slatter's Fundamentals of Veterinary Ophthalmology
First Dog
Inspirational Stories
Details on planes like the German Stuka, the American Dauntless, the Japanese Aichi D3A1 "Val," the Soviet PE-2, and numerous others. Riveting accounts of aerial combat. Includes maps, diagrams, tables, and photos.
Einstein said "You ask me if I keep a notebook to record my great ideas. I've only ever had one." Be like him and carry around this composition notebook - you never know when genius will strike ! This beautiful notebook journal with teal marble pattern and lovely German Shepherd, features one of dog quotes "A DOG WILL TEACH YOU UNCONDITIONAL LOVE" on the cover. If you're looking for a dog lover gifts or searching for a great dog journal notebook for yourself, you'll love this one. From your desk to the office or classroom, this on-trend stationery piece is perfect for taking notes in class, business
meetings, journal writing or essays, jotting down ideas, etc. The paperback composition notebook is medium size: 8.5" x 11." Dog journal has 110 pages (55 sheets) that are wide ruled. German shepherd gifts in perfect size: can be easily stored around the house or to take into the bag. Cornell-style note-taking paper. This 1 subject notebook has subtle lined layout (27 lines per page) Lines are light and perfect for calligraphy, random writing or note-taking. Journal includes also passwords keeper, habit tracker for six months and to do lists. Very exclusive dog journal. 5 stars gift for those into dogs, pets, puppies,
German shepherd gifts, Dachshund, French Bulldog, Pug, dog quotes, puppy, French Bulldog, English Bulldog, Schnauzer, Shih Tzu, Chihuahua, Papillon book and set, apparel, business. Perfect for people who love dogs, Labrador, German Shepherd, Golden Retriever, Beagle, Poodle, Rottweiler, Boston Terrier, Australian Shepherd, Pomeranian, Australian Shepherd, Dachshund gifts, Shiba Inu, dogs and calligraphy, set and others. Make the right choice for your writing style now with this happy notes! Click on "Look Inside" link (above the cover image) to see interior pages. SATISFACTION GUARANTEE: If the
product you received was damaged or imperfect or you are not 100% satisfied, please simply contact us, we will offer you the best solution
Written by today s leading experts, Kirk's Current Veterinary Therapy, Volume XV keeps you completely current with the latest in disease management for dogs and cats. It uses a clear and practical approach to medical disorders; the typical chapter includes both a brief guide to diagnosis and a detailed discussion of therapy. You ll gain quick access to information such as critical care; infectious, toxicologic, and dermatologic disorders; and diseases of the gastrointestinal, cardiovascular, respiratory, urinary, reproductive, neurologic,and ophthalmologic systems. From editors John Bonagura and David Twedt plus
hundreds of expert contributors, Kirk's Current Veterinary Therapy enhances your skills in evidence-based treatment planning. "For the practitioner who wants to keep abreast of current therapies for a wide range of topics, ... CVT is the perfect reference ." Reviewed by: Ryan Ong, WAVES Veterinary Hospital on behalf of Australian Veterinary Hospital, March 2015 Authoritative, easy-to-read coverage includes a brief approach to diagnosis with detailed discussions of the latest therapies. An organ-system organization and a convenient index make it easy to find solutions for specific disorders. Treatment algorithms
help you manage patients with difficult medical problems. A handy Table of Common Drugs, updated by Dr. Mark Papich, offers a quick reference to dosage information. 365 illustrations depict the pathophysiologic basis for therapy or show the management of a defined condition. A companion website includes valuable information still relevant from CVT XIV, an index, and drug formulary, all fully searchable; a collection of 300 images; references that link to PubMed; and clinical references on laboratory test procedures and interpretation, normal reference ranges, conversion tables, and more. Concise chapters are
only 2-5 pages in length, saving you time in finding essential information. Expert contributors and editors provide scientific, up-to-date coverage of clinically useful topics, including broad, traditional, and controversial subjects. References indicate related material from earlier volumes of Kirk’s Current Veterinary Therapy. NEW chapters cover the most important, emerging information on current diagnostic, treatment, and preventive challenges in today’s veterinary practice. A new section on feline and canine nutrition covers important issues in nutritional health. 50 new chapter authors join hundreds of expert
international contributors, all of whom are leading authorities in their fields. NEW! Availability as Pageburst ebook allows you digital access to this volume along with your library of other Elsevier references.
Fundamentals of Canine Neuroanatomy and Neurophysiology introduces the fundamentals of veterinary neuroanatomy and neurophysiology, demonstrating structure and function as it relates to clinical applications with a highly visual approach. Offers a straightforward yet comprehensive introduction to structure and function of the nervous system Demonstrates the relevance of the basic principles to the clinical setting Illustrates concepts using line drawings, photographs, micrographs, and MRIs Includes access to a companion website with review questions and answers and the figures from the book at
www.wiley.com/go/uemura/neuroanatomy
Dogs Are Not Our Whole Life, But They Make Our Lives Whole: Magenta Glitter Pug Journal - College Classic Ruled Pages Book (8.5 X 11) Large Lined Jour
Small Animal Practice Client Handouts
I Want to Be the Person My Dog Thinks I Am
Perfectly Damaged
Pink Blush with French Bulldog Puppy - College Classic Ruled Pages Book (8. 5 X 11) Large Lined Journal Composition Notebook to Write In
Life Is Better with Dog
Operation Dynamo, the successful evacuation of Belgian, British, Dutch, French and Polish troops from the beaches at Dunkirk between 27 May and 4 June 1940, was not only a pivotal moment of the war, but one that changed its final outcome. There has been much debate in the years since the end of the war concerning the “Hitler Halt” order, which was given to German Panzer units waiting patiently on the outskirts of Dunkirk to be allowed to finish the job they had started. Many theories have been put forward as to the reasons behind this, but the consequence was that it allowed Britain to remain in the war. A total of 338,226, British and Allied troops were
rescued from the beaches of Dunkirk, aboard a total of 861 vessels, of which 243 were sunk. For those left behind, official figures record that up to 80,000 French and British troops were captured, whilst during the time of the actual evacuation, somewhere in the region of 16,000 French and 1,000 British soldiers were killed. Equipment wise British forces left behind somewhere in the region of 90,000 rifles, 11,000 machine guns, huge supplies of ammunition, 880 field guns, 310 large calibre artillery pieces, 500 anti-aircraft guns, 850 anti-tank guns, 700 tanks, 45,000 cars and lorries, and 20,000 motor cycles – enough equipment to arm nearly ten divisions of
soldiers. It is known that two atrocities took place during the Battle of Dunkirk: the Massacre at Le Paradis, and another at Wormhoudt, carried out by Waffen- SS soldiers, against British and French troops who had already surrendered. Although the Battle of Dunkirk must ultimately go down tactically as a German victory, the rescue of so many of its men, ensured that like a phoenix, Britain rose from the ashes of defeat to gain a great and lasting victory.
DIVPuppyhood showcases adorable puppies in life-size photographs taken at six weeks old. The book itself is oversize at 13 by 11 inches, allowing enough space to bring each of these little ones to life. Twenty-five breeds are captured in engaging photographs, showing all the details that make puppies so irresistible, from their pink bellies to their tiny teeth, soft ears, and oversize paws. The book features the most popular breeds, including the French bulldog, Labrador, golden retriever, and Parson Russell Terrier. Puppyhood is a unique gift book for dog lovers everywhere. Praise for Puppyhood: “So sweet it’ll cause cavities, this delightful marshmallow of a coffee
table book compiles 100 shots of pure and mixed-breed puppies at actual life size of six weeks of age sleeping, curiously studying the camera, playing, and resting.†? —Publishers Weekly “A bold bid for most-adorable animal book of the season.†? —USA Today “Simply stunning.†? —Dog Fancy “Want cute? Here’s cute on steroids.†? —The Chicago Tribune online “When it comes to coffee table books, Puppyhood tops the list for irresistible subject matter.†? —Modern Dog “Everyone who sees it seems incapable of passing it by. ‘Aw-w-w-w!’ they say, as they obsessively page through this magnificent visual essay on cuteness.†? —The Asbury Park Sunday Press “J.
Nichole Smith’s Puppyhood could melt the frozen heart of Cruella De Vil.†? —Houston Chronicle “It’s as close as you’ll get to the real thing (without the wee wee pads). “—RealSimple.com “Puppyhood makes a perfect gift for any fido aficionado.†? —AmericanProfile.com “[A] charming new coffee-table tome.†? —Florida Weekly/div
WARNING: Due to possible triggers, sexual content, and language this book is intended for ages of 18+ PERFECTLY DAMAGED (STANDALONE) Schizoaffective disorder: a mental illness in which a person experiences a combination of mood disorder and schizophrenia symptoms. I know about this illness-very well-because I suffer from it. It's been four years since my diagnosis, and ever since, I've been living in a dark hole. Voices constantly invading my thoughts. Hallucinations. All of which force me to question if what I'm experiencing is even reality. But here I am, still hanging on, still breathing and living through it. That is, until he stumbled into my life.
Logan Reed. I don't want any part of him. I've pushed him away, but he isn't easily deterred. I've told him I'm different, but he doesn't care. He's trying to slowly break me down. I'm trying just as hard not to let him. He doesn't know how truly damaged I am; what will happen when he does? I know the truth-he'll never be able to look at me the same way again. Just like everybody else.
Treatment and Care of the Geriatric Veterinary Patient offers veterinarians a complete guide to treating and managing geriatric canine and feline patients. With practical medical advice for managing aging pets, the book supports veterinarians in all aspects of geriatric care. Quality of life is emphasized throughout, with concrete suggestions to assure pets remain happy and healthy throughout their lives – particularly in the last stage. The book begins with an introductory section which explores the classification and meaning of geriatrics, then covers body systems and specific conditions likely to be diagnosed in geriatric pets. The final section covers behavior,
marketing, palliative care, quality of life, hospice, and euthanasia. Treatment and Care of the Geriatric Veterinary Patient is an essential reference for any veterinarian treating older pets. Key features Offers practical guidance on managing all aspects of veterinary care in geriatric pets Takes a holistic approach to managing the geriatric patient, from common diseases and quality of life to hospice, euthanasia, client communications, and business management Focuses on dogs and cats, with a chapter covering common exotic animals Provides clinically oriented advice for ensuring quality of life for older pets Includes access to a companion website with videos,
client education handouts, and images
Cambridge Business English Dictionary
M Size - Blue French Bulldog Puppies - Blank and Lined Pages (5. 5 X 8. 5) Journal Composition Notebook to Write and Draw In
British Military History For Dummies
Puppyhood
The Crucible of Empire
Life-size Portraits of Puppies at 6 Weeks Old
Einstein said "You ask me if I keep a notebook to record my great ideas. I've only ever had one." Be like him and carry around this composition notebook - you never know when genius will strike ! This beautiful notebook journal with cute French Bulldog Puppy Pug, features one of dog quotes "I JUST WANT TO DRINK CHAMPAGNE AND PET MY DOG" on the cover. If you're looking for a dog lover gifts or searching for a great dog journal notebook for yourself, you'll love this one. From your desk to the office or classroom, this ontrend stationery piece is perfect for taking notes in class, business meetings, journal writing or essays, jotting down ideas, etc. The paperback composition notebook is medium size: 8.5" x 11". Dog journal has 110 pages (55 sheets) that are wide ruled. Perfect size: can be easily stored around the house or to take into the bag. Cornell-style note-taking paper. This 1 subject notebook has subtle lined layout (27 lines per page) Lines are light and perfect for calligraphy, random writing or note-taking. Journal includes also passwords
keeper, habit tracker for six months and to do lists. Very exclusive dog journal. 5 stars gift for those into dogs, pets, puppies, French Bulldog, Pug, dog quotes, puppy, French Bulldog, English Bulldog, Schnauzer, Shih Tzu, Chihuahua, Papillon book and set, apparel, business. Perfect for people who love dogs, Labrador, German Shepherd, Golden Retriever, Beagle, Poodle, Rottweiler, Boston Terrier, Australian Shepherd, Pomeranian, Australian Shepherd, Shiba Inu, dogs and calligraphy, set and others. Make the right choice for
your writing style now with this happy notes! Click on "Look Inside" link (above the cover image) to see interior pages. SATISFACTION GUARANTEE: If the product you received was damaged or imperfect or you are not 100% satisfied, please simply contact us, we will offer you the best solution
This addition to the Luftwaffe at War Series is a fully illustrated guide to the formative years of the Ju 87 dive-bomber which dominated the opening campaigns of W orld War II.
The most up-to-date business English dictionary created specially for learners of English.
For three centuries Portsmouth has been the leading base of the Royal Navy but the naval heritage of its port can be traced back to the Roman invasion of Britain. From the Roman walls of Portchester to the best-preserved Georgian dockyard in the world and the illustrious HMS Victory, Portsmouth is amongst the most important naval sites in the world. This fascinating book, in its new and fully revised edition, focuses on the history and present status of Portsmouth Historic Dockyard as well as the magnificent ships Victory,
Warrior and Mary Rose that have been preserved and are now on display at Portsmouth. Drawing on impressive original research and illustrated by a host of colourful photographs, author Paul Brown has created a concise and helpful guide to the key maritime attractions in Portsmouth and Gosport, including the Submarine Museum, the sea forts, the Gunwharf and the commercial port.
Slatter's Fundamentals of Veterinary Ophthalmology - E-Book
British Bulldog
The Portsmouth Dockyard Story
Fundamentals of Canine Neuroanatomy and Neurophysiology
Business English and Correspondence
Watercraft on World Coins: Europe, 1800-2005
Naval Warfare in the English Channel, 1939–1945Casemate Publishers
Sequel to The Course of Empire When humans and their Jao overlords joined forces in a desperate battle to save the Earth from the malevolent race called the Ekhat, the relationship between the two species was changed forever. Two years later, humans and Jao are learning to work together in an uneasy alliance. Then, in a distant nebula, three Jao ships detect signs of another sentient species during a battle with the Ekhat. Only one of the ships returns, with most of its crew dead or injured. Earth's Preceptor Ronz suspects the unknown species was actually the Lleix, a name out of the Jao's past, and an ancient shame from the period in their development when they themselves were still ruled by the
maniacal Ekhat. Ronz sends the Lexington, a massive ship built on Earth and crewed by both human and Jao, to investigate. The Lexington dwarfs any ship ever built by the Jao and even outmasses Ekhat ships, which may enable it to survive the attack that destroyed two of the three Jao ships. But if the expedition does find a surviving remnant of the Lleix, will the survivors trust the Jao? And should they? At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Einstein said "You ask me if I keep a notebook to record my great ideas. I've only ever had one." Be like him and carry around this composition notebook - you never know when genius will strike ! This beautiful notebook journal with cute German Shepherd Puppies, features one of dog quotes "DOGS ARE OUR LINK TO PARADISE" on the cover. If you're looking for a dog lover gifts or searching for a great dog journal notebook for yourself, you'll love this one. From your desk to the office or classroom, this on-trend stationery piece is perfect for taking notes in class, business meetings, journal writing or essays, jotting down ideas, etc. The paperback composition notebook is medium size: 8.5" x
11." Dog journal has 110 pages (55 sheets) that are wide ruled. German shepherd gifts in perfect size: can be easily stored around the house or to take into the bag. Cornell-style note-taking paper. This 1 subject notebook has subtle lined layout (27 lines per page) Lines are light and perfect for calligraphy, random writing or note-taking. Journal includes also passwords keeper, habit tracker for six months and to do lists. Very exclusive dog journal. 5 stars gift for those into dogs, pets, puppies, German shepherd gifts, Dachshund, French Bulldog, Pug, dog quotes, puppy, French Bulldog, English Bulldog, Schnauzer, Shih Tzu, Chihuahua, Papillon book and set, apparel, business. Perfect for people who
love dogs, Labrador, German Shepherd, Golden Retriever, Beagle, Poodle, Rottweiler, Boston Terrier, Australian Shepherd, Pomeranian, Australian Shepherd, Dachshund gifts, Shiba Inu, dogs and calligraphy, set and others. Make the right choice for your writing style now with this happy notes! Click on "Look Inside" link (above the cover image) to see interior pages. SATISFACTION GUARANTEE: If the product you received was damaged or imperfect or you are not 100% satisfied, please simply contact us, we will offer you the best solution
Einstein said "You ask me if I keep a notebook to record my great ideas. I've only ever had one." Be like him and carry around this composition notebook - you never know when genius will strike ! This beautiful notebook journal with cute French Bulldog Puppy Pug, features one of dog quotes "LIFE IS BETTER WITH DOG" on the cover. If you're looking for a dog lover gifts or searching for a great dog journal notebook for yourself, you'll love this one. From your desk to the office or classroom, this on-trend stationery piece is perfect for taking notes in class, business meetings, journal writing or essays, jotting down ideas, etc. The paperback composition notebook is medium size: 8.5" x 11". Dog
journal has 110 pages (55 sheets) that are wide ruled. Perfect size: can be easily stored around the house or to take into the bag. Cornell-style note-taking paper. This 1 subject notebook has subtle lined layout (27 lines per page) Lines are light and perfect for calligraphy, random writing or note-taking. Journal includes also passwords keeper, habit tracker for six months and to do lists. Very exclusive dog journal. 5 stars gift for those into dogs, pets, puppies, French Bulldog, Pug, dog quotes, puppy, French Bulldog, English Bulldog, Schnauzer, Shih Tzu, Chihuahua, Papillon book and set, apparel, business. Perfect for people who love dogs, Labrador, German Shepherd, Golden Retriever, Beagle,
Poodle, Rottweiler, Boston Terrier, Australian Shepherd, Pomeranian, Australian Shepherd, Shiba Inu, dogs and calligraphy, set and others. Make the right choice for your writing style now with this happy notes! Click on "Look Inside" link (above the cover image) to see interior pages. SATISFACTION GUARANTEE: If the product you received was damaged or imperfect or you are not 100% satisfied, please simply contact us, we will offer you the best solution
Bulldog's Big Day
Blue French Bulldog Puppy - College Classic Ruled Pages Book (8. 5 X 11) Large Lined Journal Composition Notebook to Write In
Blue French Bulldog Puppies - College Classic Ruled Pages Book (8. 5 X 11) Large Lined Journal Composition Notebook to Write In
The Price You Pay for Wrestling Stardom
Maritime Portsmouth
Dive Bomber!

Practical, clinically focused coverage provides a one-stop diagnostic guide to ophthalmic disease in small and large animals including birds and exotic pets.Logical organization by anatomic region makes topics easy to locate.Nearly 1,000 color images present illustrated, step-by-step procedures that guide you through the recognition, diagnosis, and treatment of ocular conditions you are most likely to encounter.A team of three internationally respected veterinary ophthalmologists co-edit this reference to provide
comprehensive, clinical expertise.Useful tables and charts summarize important facts and show treatment instructions at a glance."Clinical Tips" boxes offer helpful practice advice. NEW pharmaceutical therapies and procedural techniques provide the most current diagnostic and treatment methods.Extensive updates including the latest information on pharmacology, eyelid surgery, tear film deficiencies, and retinal disease help you provide the most current, effective care.NEW sections on ophthalmic diseases of chinchillas
and guinea pigs provide expert guidance in the care of these increasingly popular exotic pets.NEW!" "Detailed table of contents describes the specifics of coverage in each chapter.NEW! Pageburst companion website makes the entire contents of the book fully searchable. "Sold separately. "
While looking for a job, Bulldog tries being a firefighter, a window washer, a sign painter, and a bookseller before finding just the right job for himself. Includes recipe for oatmeal-carrot cookies.
Recognize, diagnose, and manage a wide range of common ocular conditions with Slatter’s Fundamentals of Veterinary Ophthalmology, 5th Edition. Covering small and large animals including birds and exotic species, this reference provides the latest, most practical information on structure and function of the eye, ocular development, pathology, examination and diagnosis, surgical procedures, ophthalmic pharmacology and therapeutics, and management of ocular emergencies. Nearly 1,000 color photos and illustrations
accurately depict ocular conditions and demonstrate surgical techniques. Edited by noted veterinary ophthalmologists David J. Maggs, Paul E. Miller, and Ron Ofri, this reference is an essential aid to clinical decision-making, from differential diagnosis to medical and surgical management. Practical, clinically focused coverage provides a one-stop diagnostic guide to ophthalmic disease in small and large animals including birds and exotic pets. Logical organization by anatomic region makes topics easy to locate. Nearly 1,000
color images present illustrated, step-by-step procedures that guide you through the recognition, diagnosis, and treatment of ocular conditions you are most likely to encounter. A team of three internationally respected veterinary ophthalmologists co-edit this reference to provide comprehensive, clinical expertise. Useful tables and charts summarize important facts and show treatment instructions at a glance. Clinical Tips boxes offer helpful practice advice. NEW pharmaceutical therapies and procedural techniques provide
the most current diagnostic and treatment methods. Extensive updates including the latest information on pharmacology, eyelid surgery, tear film deficiencies, and retinal disease help you provide the most current, effective care. NEW sections on ophthalmic diseases of chinchillas and guinea pigs provide expert guidance in the care of these increasingly popular exotic pets. NEW! Detailed table of contents describes the specifics of coverage in each chapter. NEW! Pageburst companion website makes the entire contents of
the book fully searchable. Sold separately.
Einstein said "You ask me if I keep a notebook to record my great ideas. I've only ever had one." Be like him and carry around this composition notebook - you never know when genius will strike ! This beautiful notebook journal with cute Dachshund Puppy, features one of dog quotes "HAPPINESS IS A WARM PUPPY" on the cover. If you're looking for a dog lover gifts or searching for a great dog journal notebook for yourself, you'll love this one. From your desk to the office or classroom, this on-trend stationery piece is
perfect for taking notes in class, business meetings, journal writing or essays, jotting down ideas, etc. The paperback composition notebook is medium size: 8.5" x 11." Dog journal has 110 pages (55 sheets) that are wide ruled. Dachshund gifts in perfect size: can be easily stored around the house or to take into the bag. Cornell-style note-taking paper. This 1 subject notebook has subtle lined layout (27 lines per page) Lines are light and perfect for calligraphy, random writing or note-taking. Journal includes also passwords
keeper, habit tracker for six months and to do lists. Very exclusive dog journal. 5 stars gift for those into dogs, pets, puppies, Dachshund, French Bulldog, Pug, dog quotes, puppy, French Bulldog, English Bulldog, Schnauzer, Shih Tzu, Chihuahua, Papillon book and set, apparel, business. Perfect for people who love dogs, Labrador, German Shepherd, Golden Retriever, Beagle, Poodle, Rottweiler, Boston Terrier, Australian Shepherd, Pomeranian, Australian Shepherd, Dachshund gifts, Shiba Inu, dogs and calligraphy, set and
others. Make the right choice for your writing style now with this happy notes! Click on "Look Inside" link (above the cover image) to see interior pages. SATISFACTION GUARANTEE: If the product you received was damaged or imperfect or you are not 100% satisfied, please simply contact us, we will offer you the best solution
Stuka Spearhead
Fort Union and the Frontier Army in the Southwest
Rare Photographs from Wartime Archives
Pathologic Basis of Veterinary Disease E-BOOK
WORLD WAR II SEA WAR: FRANCE FALLS, BRITAIN STANDS ALONE: Day-to-Day Naval Actions from April 1940 through September 1940
Treatment and Care of the Geriatric Veterinary Patient
A plain-English guide to Britons in battle, from the Roman invasion to the ongoing Iraqi war Charging through the Britain's military past, this accessible guide brings to life the battles and wars that shaped the history of Britain-and the world. The book profiles commanders, explains strategies and tactics, and covers key developments in weaponry and technology.
Einstein said "You ask me if I keep a notebook to record my great ideas. I've only ever had one." Be like him and carry around this composition notebook - you never know when genius will strike ! This beautiful dual notebook journal with cute French Bulldog Puppy Pug, features one of dog quotes "I WANT TO BE THE PERSON MY DOG THINKS I AM" on the cover. If you're looking for a dog lover gifts or searching for a great dog journal notebook for yourself, you'll love this one. From your desk to the office or classroom, this on-trend stationery piece is perfect for
taking notes in class, business meetings, journal writing or essays, jotting down ideas, etc. The paperback composition notebook is medium size: 5.5" x 8.5". Dog journal has 130 pages (65 sheets) that come with split blank and lined to allow for varying types of work. Perfect size: can be easily stored around the house or to take into the bag. Cornell-style note-taking paper. This 1 subject notebook has subtle lined dual layout (10 lines on the bottom of page) Lines are light and perfect for calligraphy, random writing or note-taking. Journal includes also habit tracker for
four months and to do lists. Very exclusive dog journal. 5 stars gift for those into dogs, pets, puppies, French Bulldog, Pug, dog quotes, puppy, French Bulldog, English Bulldog, Schnauzer, Shih Tzu, Chihuahua, Papillon book and set, apparel, business. Perfect for people who love dogs, Labrador, German Shepherd, Golden Retriever, Beagle, Poodle, Rottweiler, Boston Terrier, Australian Shepherd, Pomeranian, Australian Shepherd, Shiba Inu, dogs and calligraphy, set and others. Make the right choice for your writing style now with this happy notes! Click on "Look
Inside" link (above the cover image) to see interior pages. SATISFACTION GUARANTEE: If the product you received was damaged or imperfect or you are not 100% satisfied, please simply contact us, we will offer you the best solution
1954, Brighton, London and Paris When Mirabelle receives a bequest from a lately deceased wartime acquaintance she is mystified - she hardly knew the man but it is not long before she realises that he certainly knew her. She is drawn back to re-examine her memories of WWII and is shocked to find that other people's experiences do not chime with her own and more importantly, with what she knows of her erstwhile lover, Jack Duggan. Following the trail to the threads of what's left of the resistance movement in Paris, Mirabelle is forced to face secrets she didn't
even know that she had.
Familiar with the heartaches and bruises of life, Debbie Spurr learned to look at life with a can-do attitude. She discovered that life should be approached by the responses we can take rather than what is out of our control. Her stories of one family's strength and determination will have you crying one minute and laughing the next. Life Comes in Cans will touch the hearts of many as it depicts life-changing issues that weigh heavily on each of us. When life throws unexpected curve balls, it is human nature to want to give up. During those times we lean on our faith,
family, and friends to carry us through. Life Comes in Cans includes practical suggestions for approaching difficult situations. Uncover ways to develop 'can' openers to deal with the difficulties life brings and let yourself be inspired by these stories of hope.
Textbook of Veterinary Internal Medicine - eBook
The Wrestling Observer's Pure Dynamite
From 1212 to the Present Day
The Essential Guide
The Lightning War from Poland to Dunkirk, 1939-1940
Life Comes in Cans

Einstein said "You ask me if I keep a notebook to record my great ideas. I've only ever had one." Be like him and carry around this composition notebook - you never know when genius will strike ! This beautiful notebook journal with cute Dachshund Longhair Puppy, features one of dog quotes "A DOG IS THE ONLY THING ON EARTH THAT LOVES YOU MORE THAN HE LOVES HIMSELF" on the cover. If you're looking for a dog lover gifts or searching for a great dog journal notebook for yourself, you'll love this one. From your desk to the office or classroom, this ontrend stationery piece is perfect for taking notes in class, business meetings, journal writing or essays, jotting down ideas, etc. The paperback composition notebook is medium size: 8.5" x 11." Dog journal has 110 pages (55 sheets) that are wide ruled. Dachshund gifts in perfect size: can be easily stored around the house or to take into the bag. Cornell-style note-taking paper. This 1 subject notebook has subtle lined layout (27 lines per page) Lines are light and perfect for calligraphy, random writing or note-taking. Journal includes also passwords keeper, habit tracker for six months and
to do lists. Very exclusive dog journal. 5 stars gift for those into dogs, pets, puppies, Dachshund, French Bulldog, Pug, dog quotes, puppy, French Bulldog, English Bulldog, Schnauzer, Shih Tzu, Chihuahua, Papillon book and set, apparel, business. Perfect for people who love dogs, Labrador, German Shepherd, Golden Retriever, Beagle, Poodle, Rottweiler, Boston Terrier, Australian Shepherd, Pomeranian, Australian Shepherd, Dachshund gifts, Shiba Inu, dogs and calligraphy, set and others. Make the right choice for your writing style now with this happy notes! Click on "Look
Inside" link (above the cover image) to see interior pages. SATISFACTION GUARANTEE: If the product you received was damaged or imperfect or you are not 100% satisfied, please simply contact us, we will offer you the best solution
From the year 1066 the English Channel has provided Great Britain with a natural defensive barrier, but never more than in the early days of World War Two. This book relates how the Royal Navy defended that vital seaway throughout the war. From the early days of the Dover Patrols, through the traumas of the Dunkirk evacuation, the battles of the Channel convoys; the war against the E-boats and U-boats; the tragic raids at Dieppe and St Nazaire; the escape of the German battle-fleet; coastal convoys; the Normandy landings and the final liberation of the Channel Islands. Many
wartime photographs, charts and tables add to this superb account of this bitterly contested narrow sea.
From muddy creek to naval-industrial powerhouse; from constructing wooden walls to building Dreadnoughts; from maintaining King John’s galleys to servicing the enormous new Queen Elizabeth-class aircraft carriers: this is the story of Portsmouth Dockyard. Respected maritime historian Paul Brown’s unique 800-year history of what was once the largest industrial organisation in the world is a combination of extensive original research and stunning images. The most comprehensive history of the dockyard to date, it is sure to become the definitive work on this important heritage site
and modern naval base.
Each volume contains a select bibliography and an index listing the ships, persons and other major topics covered in the narratives. --Book Jacket.
Naval Warfare in the English Channel, 1939–1945
Happiness Is a Warm Puppy: Pink & Teal Journal - Dachshund Puppy - College Classic Ruled Pages Book (8.5 X 11) Large Lined Journal Composition No
Kirk's Current Veterinary Therapy XV - E-Book
I Just Want to Drink Champagne and Pet My Dog
#600 Important Silver, Art Glass and Fine Art Auction Catalog
Bulldogs
Use the veterinarian’s #1 reference on general pathology and the pathology of organ systems! Pathologic Basis of Veterinary Disease, 7th Edition helps you understand and diagnose diseases of domestic animals by using the latest scientific and medical research. Focusing on dogs, cats horses, cattle, sheep, goats, and pigs, this reference describes and vividly illustrates and explores the pathogeneses of animal diseases, how cells and tissues respond to injury, and the morphology (lesions) of this injury. New to this edition
is basic coverage of tumor, inflammatory, and microbial cytology. Edited by veterinary pathologist James F. Zachary and a team of expert veterinary pathologists, this book includes access to an enhanced eBook with every new print purchase, featuring a fully searchable version of the entire text, an image collection, and much more – and available on a variety of devices. Clear, up-to-date illustrations and explanations of the macroscopic (gross) and microscopic lesions resulting from diseases occurring in domestic animals
Complete coverage of both general pathology and the pathology of organ systems that includes the latest research, practice, and diagnostic information on disease mechanisms, pathogenesis, and lesions. Clear explanations of disease mechanisms that describe cell, tissue, and organ system responses to injury and infection. Easy-to-follow organization for each systemic disease chapter including a brief review of the study of diseases that occur in specific tissues, organs, and organ systems, with basic principles related to
anatomy, structure, and function, followed by congenital and functional abnormalities and discussions of infectious disease responses, helping students apply principles to veterinary practice. More than 2,100 full-color illustrations featuring color photographs, schematics, flow charts, and diagrammatic representations of disease processes as well as summary tables and boxes, making it easier to understand difficult concepts. Content on cellular and organ system pathology updated throughout the book, with expanded
coverage of genetics and disease. Key Readings Index in each chapter with page numbers for key topics. Essential Concept boxes in each General Pathology chapter break down complicated topics that are critical to understanding lesions and pathogeneses. More than 20 recognized experts deliver the most relevant information for the practitioner, student, or individual preparing for the American College of Veterinary Pathologists’ board examination. An enhanced eBook is included with new print purchase, featuring the
complete, fully searchable text plus an image collection; the text, tables, and boxes linked to the website that are cited throughout the book; ten new appendices that focus on veterinary diagnostic pathology, postmortem examination, interpretation of lesions, and more; plus an established appendix of photographic techniques used in veterinary diagnostic pathology.
There are more than 8 million dogs in the U.K. and the Springer Spaniel is one of the top ten most popular breeds. A dog is for life and this book shows you how to give a puppy a good home and how both dog and owner can enjoy the relationship. The book walks the owner through ‘essential things to know’ including: microchips; vaccinations; insurance; weight etc. All aspects of care are covered including: the Springer Spaniel as a puppy; the Springer Spaniel as a ‘teen-ager’; feeding and exercising and dangerous foods
to be avoided. Health issues that might arise such as Ear mites, Ticks and Fleas are addressed and a chapter on first aid for your Springer Spaniel is invaluable. Much more is covered in the book in everyday language that makes it easy to use and understand. Springer Spaniels – The Essential Guide is a must for every owner, or potential owner, of this delightful dog.
Morgan’s Small Animal Practice Client Handouts combines a book and CD-ROM to include 450 educational handouts that cover everything your clients need to know about their pet’s condition. Content ranges from basic descriptions of illnesses and frequent signs to preventive measures and expected outcomes, all on a single page. Give your clients an educational resource to help them understand what their pet’s illness is, how it will affect the animal’s regular routine (as well as their own), and when they need to contact
the veterinary office for consultation. CD can be uploaded to more than one computer allowing for simultaneous use in the exam room and/or front desk. Single page handouts are presented in a practical, easy-to-understand format that does not overwhelm the client. Perforated pages facilitate easy storage, retrieval, and quick access for copying. Organized alphabetically and by body system enabling you to quickly locate the information you need. Customizable handouts on the CD let you adapt the look and content of all
documents to reflect the practice’s identity and address specific concerns of each client. Spanish versions on the CD help you communicate with Spanish-speaking clients. Advanced search function on the CD lets you search for information by topic, species, word, or phrase. 100 printable images on the CD facilitate discussion with clients about their pet’s condition and save you time in explanation.
Einstein said "You ask me if I keep a notebook to record my great ideas. I've only ever had one." Be like him and carry around this composition notebook - you never know when genius will strike ! This beautiful notebook journal with Magenta glitter and lovely black Pug, features one of dog quotes "DOGS ARE NOT OUR WHOLE LIFE, BUT THEY MAKE OUR LIVES WHOLE" on the cover. If you're looking for a dog lover gifts or searching for a great dog journal notebook for yourself, you'll love this one. From your desk to the
office or classroom, this on-trend stationery piece is perfect for taking notes in class, business meetings, journal writing or essays, jotting down ideas, etc. The paperback composition notebook is medium size: 8.5" x 11." Dog journal has 110 pages (55 sheets) that are wide ruled. Pug gifts in perfect size: can be easily stored around the house or to take into the bag. Cornell-style note-taking paper. This 1 subject notebook has subtle lined layout (27 lines per page) Lines are light and perfect for calligraphy, random writing or
note-taking. Journal includes also passwords keeper, habit tracker for six months and to do lists. Very exclusive dog journal. 5 stars gift for those into dogs, pets, puppies, Pug gifts for women, Dachshund, French Bulldog, Pug, dog quotes, puppy, French Bulldog, English Bulldog, Schnauzer, Shih Tzu, Chihuahua, Papillon book and set, apparel, business. Perfect for people who love dogs, Labrador, German Shepherd, Golden Retriever, Beagle, Poodle, Rottweiler, Boston Terrier, Australian Shepherd, Pomeranian, Australian
Shepherd, Dachshund gifts, Shiba Inu, dogs and calligraphy, set and others. Make the right choice for your writing style now with this happy notes! Click on "Look Inside" link (above the cover image) to see interior pages. SATISFACTION GUARANTEE: If the product you received was damaged or imperfect or you are not 100% satisfied, please simply contact us, we will offer you the best solution
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